
BENEFITS
Shingleton Society members receive invitations to 
educational and recognition events from Duke Cancer 
Institute and Duke Health, including the annual Society 
Luncheon and Shingleton Awards Celebration.

SHINGLETON SOCIETY ANNUAL GIVING LEVELS:

Member – $1,000: Members are committed annual giving donors 
dedicated to supporting Duke Cancer Institute’s physicians, 
researchers, and caregivers on our pursuit to eradicate cancer as 
we know it. 
Founder – $2,500:  Founders level, recognizes Dr. William 
Shingleton, the founding director of the Duke Comprehensive 
Cancer Center, now known as Duke Cancer Institute, for his 
dedication to the field of cancer research. 
Ambassador –$5,000:  Ambassadors level, recognizes annual 
donors who demonstrate their loyalty and commitment through 
their gifts to build upon Dr. William Shingleton’s achievements 
and to create a cancer center that is internationally renowned for 
its cutting edge research, patient care and treatment.
Leadership – $10,000:  Leadership level, paves the way for even 
greater research, health care, and education and for continuing 
philanthropy.
Innovator- $25,000:  Innovation is central to Duke Cancer 
Institute’s mission and a requirement to transform research, 
health care, and education to benefit society.  Therefore, we 
celebrate those donors who are partners in our innovative spirit 
as members of the Shingleton Society Innovators level.
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Join 
with us 
in the

pursuit 
to end 

cancer… 

SAVE THE DATE

Shingleton Society 30th Anniversary 
Celebration and Awards

October 27, 2016
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THE SHINGLETON SOCIETY WE INVITE YOU TO JOIN US IN OUR

   Fight Against Cancer… 

More than 1.67 million new cases of cancer will be diagnosed 
this year…1 in every 3 women and 1 in every 2 men can expect 
a cancer diagnosis in his or her lifetime. But at Duke Cancer 
Institute, we are working to change those statistics, to 
eliminate cancer as we know it—for people everywhere.

From our researchers in the lab to the nurses at patients’ 
bedsides, the Duke Cancer Institute is committed to a 
compassionate experience for our patients, survivors, and their 
families and caregivers. This commitment drives our passion to 
move cancer research to the frontier of finding a cure.

Cancer is relentless, so are we.

TOGETHER WE CAN CHANGE

    the Rules on Cancer

Shingleton Society donors fuel the work of our world-class 
Duke Cancer team. This committed group of annual donors 
stands shoulder-to-shoulder with physicians, researchers, and 
caregivers dedicated to improve the lives of those affected by 
cancer.

We are grateful that our donors have chosen to partner with 
us in such a meaningful way to ensure Duke Cancer Institute 
can continue breakthrough research. Together we can advance 
cancer discovery and research, enabling us to deliver tomorrow’s 
health care today!

The Shingleton Society honors the generosity of those who have 
made a gift of $1,000 or more during a fiscal year (July 1-June 30). 
The impact of this philanthropy is significant as Duke Cancer 
Institute continues its quest to extend and improve the lives of 
all people with cancer. The Shingleton Society pays tribute to Dr. 
William Shingleton, the founding director of Duke Comprehensive 
Cancer Center, now known as Duke Cancer Institute.

THE SHINGLETON AWARD

The Shingleton Award is the Institute’s highest volunteer honor 
and was established in 1987 as a tribute to Dr. Shingleton’s 
dedication in the field of cancer research and compassion as a 
physician. This award recognizes those individuals who, through 
their extraordinary volunteer service and support, build on the 
achievements of our founder and help sustain an institution that 
is internationally renowned for its leadership in cancer research 
and devotion to excellent patient care.

“The Duke Cancer Institute serves as a 
national model for the way cancer programs 
should be structured - coordinating research 
activities, patient care, and education under 
one umbrella. Duke has all of the pieces 
of this puzzle, and I feel priviledged to be 
asked to lead this effort.”

—Michael B. Kastan, MD, PhD
Executive Director, Duke Cancer Institute

William W. Shingleton Professor,
Pharmacology and Cancer Biology

DUKE CANCER INSTITUTE IS

Leading Discovery

At Duke, our talented faculty and staff work together across 
disciplines and boundaries that traditionally separate doctors 
and scientists. These partnerships enable Duke physicians 
to offer hundreds of clinical trials of new cancer treatment 
strategies, many developed at Duke. We are as adaptive and 
multiform as cancer itself – and it is not just Duke patients 
who benefit—patients and their loved ones nationally and 
around the world reap the rewards of Duke cancer research.

DUKE CANCER INSTITUTE IS

Leading Clinical Care

Inspired by the bravery of our patients, we have become 
unafraid to pursue even unconventional possibilities. When 
patients come to Duke Cancer Institute for care, they meet 
their entire health care team on one day, in one place. Before 
they leave, they receive an evidence-based, personalized action 
plan for their cancer treatment. Duke Cancer Institute’s unique 
structure makes all of this possible.
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